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Joachim Remak_, A Very Civil War: 1'he Swiss Sonderbund War of 1842.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1993, 221 pp.

The Sonderbund war of 1847 was, as the author convincingly
demonstrates, "a very civil war." Unlike the later North American sectional
conflict, Switzerland's regional strife lasted but twenty-five days and cost fewer
than a hundred lives.

Yet these statistics belie the rancor that divided the

•

opposing parties, the more than 150,000 men under arms on both sides, and the
very imminent danger of international involvement.
The events that brought the Swiss to this impasse were both local and
European-wide.

The episode of the Sonderbund fits into the mid-nineteenth

century struggle between liberals and conservatives that exploded with such force
in 1848 throughout the continent. Ever since 1815 the Concert of Europe had
prevented any major changes in the status quo.

During the conservative

Restoration, the leaders of the reactionary powers, and most especially the
Austrian minister Metternich, zealously watched for any revolutionary
developments and a number of international congresses dispatched troops to quell
liberal uprisings anywhere in Europe.
True enough, over time some changes occurred in this conservative age.
In 1815 the Federal Treaty had returned Switzerland to a loose confederation
whose twenty-two cantons for all practical purposes acted as sovereign states.
But its guarantee of civil rights and the establishment of a federal army were
indeed innovations.

In 1830 the July revolution installed a constitutional

monarchy in France, and in tum these events influenced the political
arrangements in some of the Swiss cantons. During the next fifteen years--called
the "Period of Regeneration" --the larger urban cantons such as Zurich and Berne
adopted liberal reforms. Metternich and his fellow conservatives watched these
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developments witn an attentive and jaundiced eye.
Many Swiss as well as foreigners feared this regeneration. Seven Catholic
and conservative cantons believed they were threatened and reacted against the
liberal tide. By the late l 830s confrontation was in the air. The naming of the
controversial theologian David Strauss to a chair at the University of Zurich
created such an outcry that new elections had to be held and the new cantonal
government canceled his appointment in September 1839.

Afraid of a new

radical cantonal constitution, tne minority Catholics in Aargau agitated for a
separate canton. Riots resulted and the cantonal Grand Council dissolved all the
monasteries on January 13, 1841, causing a storm of criticism and protests from
both Swiss and foreign governments.

The beleaguered Catholics in Lucerne

counterattacked in a dramatic way . . On October 4, 1844, the Great Council
invited the Jesuits to run much of its canton's religious education, an act that was
to inflame public opinion in all parts of Switzerland and aroused acute paranoia
among liberals.
The first reaction to the return of the Society of Jesus was

an abortive raid

on Lucerne by anti-Catholic partisans. In December 1844, a group composed
mainly of Bernese students, led by a professor of history, unsuccessfully invaded
the conservative stronghold. A second partisan expedition against Lucerne in the
spring of 1845 proved a more serious undertaking. Under Ulrich Ochsenbein,
a young Radical leader in Berne, a larger number of irregulars attacked, suffered.
casualties, and were ultimately defeated. Ochsenbein was able to return to Berne
uninjured and resumed his political activities.
Against the backdrop of these dramatic events, seven conservative and
Catholic cantons formed a secret, separate league, the Sonderbund, on December
11, 1845. When the Protestant cantons became aware of this compact in June of
1846, they were predictably alarmed, and the situation became ever more
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polarized. Under Ochsenbein's leadership, Berne headed the Protestant camp,
while Lucerne led the Catholic forces.

The conservative activist Constantin

Siegwart-Miiller became their major spokesman.
Remak gives a clear definition of the issues dividing the cantons:
People seldom are prepared to take up arms for any single, simple
reason or even set of reasons, and to some extent what had been
taking place involved not just the issue of federal power versus
states' rights or even of Liberals against Jesuits. What came into
play as well was something of a confrontation between rural,
inward-looking cantons--those that had formed the nucleus of the
original Confederation--and newer, often outward-looking and
more prosperous urban cantons. Or, differently put, the lines
drawn sometimes were between those resisting modernization and
those endorsing it.
The liberal-dominated Federal Diet ordered the Sonderbund dissolved on
July 20, 1847, and the seven conservative cantons left the confederation three
months later. In November the Sonderbund attacked the Ticino. The Swiss Civil
War had begun.
The author next examines in detail the military story. Surprisingly the
dire forecasts of many Swiss leaders did not materialize. The conflict turned out
to be brief and almost bloodless. How did the Swiss avoid lengthy civil strife and
foreign intervention? Even those critical of the "hero-in-history" theory have to
admit that much of this can be attributed to General Guillaume Henri Dufour, the
commander of the Protestant forces. Scion of an old established Geneva family,
he was educated in France at the polytechnic institute in Paris and became a
lieutenant in the Napoleonic army, serving in the corps of engineers. In 1817 he
decided not to seek French citizenship, but to return to Geneva. Dufour remained
a soldier and wrote a book on military strategy. He also oversaw the design of
a topographical map of Switzerland and served as a magistrate.
In 1847 the Diet made Dufour commander in Chief of the Federal army.
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Then sixty years old, he was a doubly reluctant general: he hesitated to accept
the post and later he was unwilling to force a battle. His military goals were to
emphasize one target at a time, to keep killing to a minimum, and to display force
rather than apply it.

There is no doubt that Dufour' s avoidance of armed

engagements prevented high casualties, while his show of superior force first
before Fribourg and later at Lucerne brought their unconditional surrender on
November 24, 1847. Although the Sonderbund leaders appealed to Vienna for
· aid, Dufour's maneuvers rapidly defeated them before Metternich could organize
European intervention. The liberal Swiss were further helped by the outbreak of
revolutions in 1848. By the time the barricades went up in the streets of Paris,
the new Helvetian state was prepared to adopt its new constitution. For once the
Swiss had been in advance of .their neighbors.
There are several interesting parallels between the Sonderbund war and the
American Civil War. In both instances the cause of states' rights lost, and the
conflict contributed to the creation of a modem, unified nation-state.
This is the first account of the Sonderbund in English. Nor, for that
matter, is there much recent literature on this conflict in German or in French.
Perhaps this reflects the oft-repeated verity that the histories of smaller nations
are not the subjects of attention. American historians are seldom versed in Swiss
history. In reading A Very Civil War, they will not only find an interesting story
of the Sonderbund, but they will profit from Professor Remak:'s brief outline of
Swiss history. In a dozen pages, the author offers a sharp, bird's eye view of the
Helvetian developments from the founding of the medieval confederacy until the
mid-nineteenth century.

An extensive bibliography supplies leads for those

tempted to continue exploring Swiss history.
Professor Remak should be thanked for his felicitous style, a pleasant
surprise in diplomatic or military narratives. His limpid prose is an inspiration
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to those of us who do not have English as a first language. He is also a master
of the smooth link--every paragraph is neatly connected with the previous one.
These stylistic achievements make this serious treatment of the Swiss Civil War
a narrative that the public will enjoy.
The handsome production of this work should be praised. Monographs
usually do not look like coffee-table books and the latter do not have a reputation
for high scholarship. But A Very Civil War combines the appeal of an art tome
with the contents of exemplary scholarship.

Sabine Jessner
Indiana University
Indianapolis
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